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 Over the next few weeks, we are going to use materials created by 

Sanctified Art once again- these are the same creators we used during Advent last 

Christmas.  For those who were not here at that time and for the rest of us I’ll 

remind you, these materials combine art, poetry and unique liturgies to help us 

find deeper meaning within the scriptures.  This series, entitled “ I’ve been 

meaning to ask” is a series where the creative team started by asking themselves 

questions…”How can we listen to one another?  How do we find connection 

despite distance?  How do we create space for compassionate dialogue and for 

seeking the holy in one another?” 

 While the challenges of becoming a beloved community to one another are 

endless, these questions are simple.  We quickly recognized that all courageous 

conversations begin with simple questions and the curiosity to truly listen.  We 

landed on the leading question, “I’ve been meaning to ask” because it conveys 

intentionality, warmth, curiosity and consideration.  In essence, this question also 

implies the following statements:  “Ive been thinking about you and I’ve been 

wanting to check in…You’ve been on my mind…I haven’t known how to have this 

conversation, but I’m getting started with a question.”  The ellipses symbolize the 

main objective of this series:  to cultivate courageous conversations – and to keep 
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having them, even if we need to pause.  The weekly sub-themes provide a 

trajectory for going deeper.   

 This week’s question is a simple, but oh so complex one – “Where are you 

from?”  It’s a very typical opening question we often ask people we first meet.  

We respond simply – for me, I’m from the Town of Tonawanda and now I live in 

Newfane.  What, isn’t that what you meant?  Well, not exactly.  Everyone is 

beloved, shaped from the dust of the earth and the breath of God.  Everyone has 

a story to tell.  Our stories are messy and beautiful, painful and hopeful – being 

written and rewritten over time.   

 Everyone does indeed have a story to tell.  We have been formed by our 

families of origin, traumas we have experienced throughout our life, gifts we have 

been given such as education, safety, security and love.  Perhaps you’ve been 

deceived by someone you loved or perhaps you married your high school 

sweetheart and have learned how to persevere through those tough days.  Our 

scripture from Genesis brings us to the beginning – the very beginning of all our 

stories.  Where it started for humanity – when God created Adam out of the 

earth, breathed life into him and then creates all kinds of plants and trees and 

animals for his new creation.  Much of this story is about mutuality and 

interdependence.  Adam was formed from the ground and was, in turn, asked to 

till it.  The story of creation is an image of how creatures of all kinds can live in 

harmony together and in fact, need one another to survive.  Much like you and 

me.  Despite the difference between the river and the tree, they live together and 

produce fruit which is life sustaining for humans and animals.  From the beginning 
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God intended the menagerie of beings he created to live together with and for 

each other. 

 In our gospel of John, curiosity runs rampant in this story and Jesus is the 

primary focus of this curiosity.  They want to know where Jesus is from…so two of 

the disciples, followed Jesus, respectfully – but certainly because they wanted to 

know more about this man – and as they do, Jesus invites them in…He says, 

“Come and see” rather than answering their question simply…I am from 

Nazareth…He knows their question is more than that – it is more …where have 

you been sent…then Nathanael throws a bit of a monkey wrench in this and says, 

“Can anything good come out of Nazareth?”  Now he’s put to right quite quickly 

by Jesus and sees what he failed to see through his biased eyes…but I wonder, do 

we do that?  Do we make assumptions about people because of where they are 

from or where they live?  Of course we do…Does that even matter at all? 

 How do we develop healthy curiosity about one another without allowing 

our personal biases to get in the way of really seeing someone for who they 

actually are instead of who we assume they are?   

 Where are you from?  Is more, how did you get here?  People ask me all the 

time – why are you a pastor – they want to know how I got here…you know I 

don’t know myself…but very simply, God plucked me up out of the dust of the 

earth, God breathed life into me, and God sent me on a journey and for me, my 

journey brought me here.  And this is true for you too – you were plucked out of 

the dust of the earth, life was breathed into you, and you have a story to tell.   
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 What is so interesting about our gospel is we see how curiosity is 

contagious.  Andrew, who followed Jesus, introduces him to his brother Simon.  

Philip introduces him to Nathanael who again said, can anything good come out 

of Nazareth.  Don’t arrive at premature conclusions about anyone, or otherize 

them based on insufficient knowledge. 

 Our materials from “I’ve been meaning to ask” leads us to these questions 

– How do we cultivate deeper curiosity that grants a fuller understanding of 

others, especially those who look, dress, and think differently?  It requires 

investment of sufficient time and resources to learn about them, a commitment 

to unlearn prior assumptions when needed and a healthy curiosity that engages 

others while respecting their space. 

 We have an awesome opportunity on Tuesday to take time to get to know 

some of our brothers and sisters from the Niagara Presbyterian Churches  and be 

curious in a respectful and contagious way.  I hope you are able to make it. 

 While we all have our own unique stories that have led us to where we are 

right now, we all started in exactly the same way – we were all given life by God 

and sent on a journey to live with the rivers and trees, fish, animals and yes other 

men and women, some who look completely different then we do – who talk 

differently, eat different foods, live in different looking houses.  But we all started 

as a few grains of dust just like this… 

Amen 


